03/14/2020
I'm happy! After all, there are no classes!
My family is reunited.

03/15/2020
Day to exercise mind and body.
I started reading a book and did physical exercise with my sisters.

03/16/2020
I started to think about the seriousness of this virus worldwide. How such a tiny
and invisible being can take over the world. This demonstrates that man, who
thinks that he dominates the Earth, can be brought down with a simple virus. It
should be borne in mind that since life on Earth, 99.9% of the species have already
become extinct.

3/17/2020
The coronavirus has become a reality in Madeira and not something distant and
almost impossible to reach us.

03/18/2020
Nostalgia, wanting to go back to the perfect times a few years ago.
I relived unforgettable moments through old photo albums.

03/19/2020
Very hot day!
Feeling of joy, it reminded me of a summer vacation day in which we spent all day
relaxing and enjoying the sun's light and warmth.

3/20/2020
Spring!
I felt like painting, painting what came to mind.

3/21/2020
I took a car ride at sunset.
How can we value a simple car trip so much!

3/22/2020
Change of weather- rainy day and wind!
I dreamed of going back in time, to when this virus did not even dream of harming
the peoples of the Earth.

03/23/2020
Dark and depressing day.
I wanted to leave home so much! I'm tired of being days and days in a row in social
isolation. I wanted to stroll and see new places, but at this stage this is not the right
thing, not only for me, but for all of us!

03/24/2020
I started to think that despite all these struggles and rivalries between countries,
we are all in this battle together! All together trying to fight this tiny being.

3/25/2020
We should always think about positive things in the middle of a tide of negative
things. We must be realistic and realize that there are people in far worse
situations than the ones we are going through at the moment, people mourning the
death of family members or even hospitalized, without knowing if death is
approaching. This is even a way to spend more time with the family and do the
things we are putting off due to lack of time.

3/26/2020
The virus starts to spread in Madeira!
I am afraid this will affect my grandparents and all the elderly.

03/27/2020

The sunset, with its warm colors, warmed my soul, in a long maternal
embrace.Constança-8º2

